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Foreword 
 

This report chronicles my work during my examination project together with four other students. We 
worked as a team to create an interactive painting. 

I would like to extend my gratitude towards my team (Fredrik Rutström, Joel Marklund, Mathias Berg 
and Mattias Eriksson) for being incredible to work with and to Arash Vahdat for coming up with a very 
interesting project to work on. 
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Abstract 
 

The project goal consisted of recreating a classic painting with real-time game technology. The 
environment would be a static 3d environment and the 3d character would be animated by motion 
capture. The digital painting will be displayed on a television and uses a camera to record the people 
looking at the painting, enabling the character in the painting to interact with the spectator. The painting 
used as reference is “the sentry” by Fabritius. We worked in the nebula engine.  

My assignment during this project was to animate the character in the painting using motion capture. 
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Sammanfattning 
 

Projektets syfte bestod av att återskapa en klassisk tavla med realtids-spelteknik. Omgivningen är en 
statisk 3D miljö och 3D karaktären animerades med motion capture. Den digitala tavlan kommer att visas 
på en TV och använder en kamera för att känna igen människor som tittar på tavlan, vilket möjliggör det 
för karaktären i tavlan att intereagera med beskådaren. Tavlan som vi använder som referens är “the 
sentry” av Fabritius. Vi arbetade i nebula motorn. 

Min uppgift under projektet var att animera karaktären med hjälp av motion capture. 
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Opening 
 

In this project we worked as a five man group consisting of: 

 Joel Marklund ( camera programming) 

Fredrik Rutström ( character behavior programming) 

 Mathias Berg (environment artist) 

Mattias Eriksson (character design) 

 myself (animator) 

My purpose during this project was to rig skin and animate the character in the nebula engine with the 
aid of motion capture. I used QTM, Motionbuilder and Maya to accomplish this. Rigging and animating 
the dog were a secondary goal for me early on in the project. That assignment was however handed over 
to Mathias later on. 

 

Question and purpose 
 

The meaning and interpretation of the word “art” have throughout the ages seen some great changes. 
From the cave paintings of the stone-age to the motion pictures of today. Videogames still have to 
struggle to acquire this sought after label. But what happens if you try to erase the boundary by 
recreating a work of classic art with the aid of a real-time game engine. How is the painting itself effected 
by being animated, and in turn how is the beholder affected by being able to interact with a painting. 

Will it pose a problem to try and use motion captured animation with our engine of choice; the nebula 
engine.  

The purpose of this project was to create a digital interactive painting and to increase my knowledge of 
working with motion capture animation. 

Background 
 

I was approached by Arash Vahdat of LTU and asked to join a project that he had planned for some time, 
this would be my examination project. The project would be to create an interactable painting, I would 
work on the project together with other students from LTU as an animator.  
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Dictionary 
 

Abbreviations Explanations 

QTM  Qualisys Track Manager 

Mb  Motion builder 

Proxy model A placement holder model which will later be replaced with the actual 
model 

Mocap  Motion capture 

c3d  3d biometrics data standard 

 

LTU  Luleå technical university 
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Theory 
 

The project group 
 

As previously mentioned we worked on this project as a five man group. Joel Marklund was in charge of 
camera programming, enabling the camera to recognize people and different movements. Fredrik 
Rutström was the character behavior programmer, making sure that the right animation is being played 
at the right times, among other things. Mathias Berg worked as environment modeler; he modeled, 
textured and lit the environment but also performed miscellaneous work such as rigging the dog. Mattias 
Eriksson worked as character modeler, modeling and texturing the sentry character and the dog, he also 
donned the mocap suit during the motion capture recording. 

And my assignment for this project was to animate the character, record the mocap data, rig and skin 
the character. 

 

Choosing a painting 
 

The first task was to find a painting that 
would cater to the entire groups different 
goals, an interesting character, detailed 
environment and room for animations. We 
couldn’t use a painting with too many 
characters, or a painting with too abstract 
use of color and brush strokes. We mainly 
looked at paintings from around the 
renaissance era and forward. A plus would 
to have a painting that depicted a very 
"animated" scene with very clear 
movement stored within the painting. 

After much deliberation we all decided on 
the painting "the sentry" by Fabritius. A 
very calm picture with lots of atmosphere, 
and although I previously mentioned that 
we were looking for a painting that had 
"movement" in it this painting while being "The Sentry" by Fabritius 
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calm, has a very vivid sense of animation in it, but very subtle. 

But while the painting has a lot of strong points to it, it would prove to pose quite a few problems. Such 
as the dog, I have never rigged or animated a quadruped before. He wears a coat that would have to be 
taken into consideration when animating, and gun powder pouches hanging from a belt around his 
torso. 

  

Initial testing 
 

We knew early on that we would need the character to express different emotions, thus I started to 
perform tests to establish whether or not it would be possible to use blend shapes to achieve this. 
Documents that came with the nebula tool set seemed to indicate that it was possible to use blend 
shapes, however, nebula itself seemed to indicate 
otherwise. Since  parts of the information 
document is out of date it referenced actions and 
options no longer part of the toolkit. I couldn’t get 
blendshapes to work in the nebula viewer, so 
instead of spending time on trying to get 
something to work that might be impossible to 
enable, I started searching for alternate ways of 
animating a face. 

I looked at some example files from the toolkit to 
see if those would shed some light on the problem. 
One certain file used joints animated with driven keys 
to perform facial animation, I decided to emulate this technique. I started of with a very simple face and 
placed joints on different points of the face and I created curves to drive my joints. After doing some 
basic animations I came to the conclusion that this technique seemed to be a very plausible way of 
animating a face. 

The painting contains a dog sitting beside the sentry character, it fell unto me to rig and hopefully 
animate the dog. This was something we all were worried would pose a problem seeing as the dog is a 
quadruped and rather complicated to animate. Early on we had hopes on being able to make the dog 
walk around and similar, if I would have time for it towards the end of the project. While waiting for 
access to the Motion capture studio I tried to rig the dog. However I never became happy with how the 
rig behaved. When we had recorded the motion capture data I no longer had time to work on the dog so 
it fell to Mathias Berg to work on the dog. 

 

Testing facial animation with joints 
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Choosing to use Motion capture 
 

It was early on established that we wanted to use motion capture animation for the project. We 
considered that Mocap animation would fit the purpose of the project. And while I personally prefer 
hand animation both stylistically and to work with I saw this as a good time to gain more experience 
working with mocap, and as previously mentioned mocap would fit the style of the project. It was 
unclear whether mocap would aid or hinder the project, on the one hand I would have to immerse 
myself into two new programs and I hadn’t used motion capture for quite a while or together with 
nebula. But on the other hand it would be a valuable experience and the resulting animations would fit 
in very well. 

 

 

Method and tools 
 

Rigging 
 

The character skeleton was created in the maya software using the motion builder naming convention to 
aid in integrating it with motion builder. If you use the Motion builder naming convention when creating 
the skeleton you won’t have to later in motion builder map out and characterize the skeleton since it 
then does it automatically.  

Skinning the character was done progressively throughout the project, perhaps not the ideal way of 
doing it but due to constant problems with the nebula character kit, and gaining access to the finished 
model it had to be done in that way.  

 

Nebula 
 

We worked with the nebula engine for this project, it was chosen mostly because the entire group has 
previous experience with the engine from earlier projects, especially the programmers felt they would 
benefit from using it. It is also considered to be one of the better free engines out there. 
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In this project compared to earlier projects I had to use the nebula character kit, an aspect of the engine 
that I had previously avoided due to it being rather hard to use mainly because of lack of documentation, 
at least from the developers. A lot of student created documentation had been created by the time I had 
to use the character kit for this project, which aided a lot in understanding and using the character kit.  

When using the nebula character kit you start by creating the skeleton and save it in the character kit. 
This basically creates a folder structure in which the skins, animations and similar is stored. I import the 
character mesh and scale it to fit the skeleton (maya and nebula handles scales differently). I skinned the 
mesh to the skeleton and saved the mesh as a skin in the character kit. Maya clips is created and saved 
as animations in the kit.  

The nviewer is used to preview the scene in nebula. During the project the viewer would often crash due 
to various reasons, this proved to become a major hindrance for the progression for the project. Many 
problems and solutions have been documented but not all. One of the problems I encountered were a 
problem with the export. The nviewer uses the exported nebula files when previewing scenes, and 
sometimes nebula would export files into the wrong directory. When the reason for the nviewer not 
displaying things correctly was discovered it was an easy task to simply move the files into the correct 
directory and everything would display (for the most part) just as intended. 

 

 

Motion capture 
 

During week three of the project we started recording the motion capture data. We started by setting up 
the equipment, mainly consisting of eight cameras. The cameras could perhaps have been set up in a 
better way, our calibrations showed us that we didn’t have to much room to move in. We came to the 
conclusion that this wouldn’t pose a problem seeing as the actor would never really move about too 
much. 

The following day we started recording the data, our actor 
would be Mathias Eriksson. We had put together a script 
the days before, consisting of quite a lot of animations. We 
were well aware of the fact that we would never be able to 
use it all but we had set up the different animations/states 
so that we could constantly expand the animation rooster 
and still (with some slight modifications) maintain the 
ability to traverse all the animation states and end up were 
we bugun. We made two to three shots of every take, it 
would have been preferable to do more but time was of the 
essence considering we started recording later than 

The motion capture studio 
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planned. An air rifle was brought on set to be used as prop for the gun and a briefcase were used as 
substitute for the bench. 

We used the program QTM for recording (the 
cameras were manufactured by the very same 
company). QTM would later be used for 
handling and processing the data we recorded.  

The recording took us roughly one day to 
complete, and half of the following day was 
spent on taking down the equipment. 

I could now begin to work on the mocap data, 
starting with bringing it into QTM.  

 

 

QTM 
 

QTM is the program that is developed by the 
same company that made the cameras used 
for the mocap recording. The program is used 
to process the recorded mocap data. 

When you bring in the mocap data to QTM it 
is in .qtm format and each shot is a collection 
of red dots (or markers) in space. The 
application does not know the relationship 
between the markers and need to be labeled. 
This needs to be done for each take. I start 
out by identifying and labeling each marker, 
some markers is rather easy to identify while 
some takes some playbacks of the take to be 
able to identify. When all usable markers have been labeled and all junk data have been discarded I 
connect each marker with bones to aid in visualizing the animation and make sure the markers have 
been labeled correctly. The shot is then exported into .c3d (3d biometrics data standard) format in order 
for it to later be imported into the animation software Motion builder.  

 

QTM scene 

Sheet displaying the characters different states and animations 
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Motion builder 
 

Motion builder is developed by Autodesk and is a animation software that can be used both for 
keyframe animation and motion capture. 

The c3d file is imported into Motion builder, were it once again is only dots in space. I brought in an actor 
(dummy character) into the scene and fitted him to match the proportions of the dots (or opticals as it is 
actually called) using a reference photo of Mathias in the mocap suit taken earlier in the studio. I started 
with the calibration take, watching it to 
see how the actor behaved; making 
small adjustments to make sure that 
the hands doesn’t clip into each other 
and fix limbs that start floating about 
due to the tracker lacking data. 

Now one of the real takes is imported. 
Initially the actor wouldn’t behave at 
all as expected, so I would have to 
modify certain animation curves to 
make the actor behave correctly. Once 
the actor behaves correctly I brought in 
the proxy model supplied by Mathias Eriksson to once again make sure everything looks alright, which it 
seldom did.  

I would use fbx import to import the maya mesh into the motionbuilder scene. The fbx import would 
very quickly prove to be very volatile and often chrash when trying to import something. It would seem 
to be correlated to how detailed the maya mesh is, since the proxy model would rarely crash, while the 
final model was pretty much impossible to import without the program crashing. Which resulted in me 
having to use the proxy model even though I had access to the final character model, a minor problem 
seeing as I would bring the animation into maya for final adjustments so problems that couldn’t be 
spotted with the proxy model could be fixed in maya. After some final adjustments to some of the curves 
or the actor itself I would plot the take unto the character skeleton, create a clip and export that clip into 
.fbx format to later be imported into maya.  

 

 

Motionbuilder scene with both actor and character 
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Maya 
 

The last step of the process is the 3d graphics program maya software by Autodesk. The .fbx file is 
imported into the maya scene as pure animation and is then converted into a maya clip in order for it to 
be able to be read by the nebula engines character kit. Now the animation could be adjusted and 
modified in maya, the program I have most experience with and thus the step where I prefer to work out 
of the three different steps.  

When the clip is imported into maya every frame of the animation is a key frame, this renders the 
animation curves rather unfavorable to work on. It is still preferable to working in Motion builder 
considering my lack of experience with Motion builder. 

The work would primarily consist of me 
removing spikes in the animation curves or 
completely removing keys from a certain joint 
and animate it by hand. This was mainly 
required when the character would hold the 
rifle with both hands, the mocap data would 
rarely have the hand movements match up. 
This could perhaps have been because of how 
I matched the Motion builder actor to the 
opticals in the Motion builder step. 

 

  Maya scene with the character 
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Result 
 

The work resulted in a digital recreation of Fabritius “The sentry” that with the aid of a camera can 
recognize a person waving and then respond by waving back among some other things, in theory. The 
content produced by the group has yet to be properly assembled, but with a few tweaks the painting 
should be up and running. 

My contribution to the final product is a handful of animations for the sentry character. And while I 
didn’t come close to the amount of animations I wanted to do I am still content with what I 
accomplished during the project and all the things that I learned. The finished animations come together 
to allow the character to cycle through states in a “circle” so to speak, making sure the character never 
reaches  a “dead end”. The final 
list of animations is as follows: 

-Sit idle 

-Stand idle 

-Sit wave 

-Stand wave 

-Stand aim 

-Stand up 

-Sit down 

-Searching 

-Head Turn1

 

 

  

                                                            
1 An animation with zero animation on the neck joint, allowing the programmers to make the character look at 
spectators outside of the painting. 

The resulting scene 
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Discussion 

The result 
 

I wish more time could have been spent on fine tuning the different animations, and to have had some 
more of them would have been preferable. Some of the animations look a little bit jittery, and while I as 
previously mentioned prefer the look and feel of hand animation I cannot deny that Motion capture 
animation fit the painting very well. The lack of secondary animation on the character is unfortunate 
since I think it does a lot to make an animation look proper. 

 

What could have been improved? 
 

It would have been nice to have been able to make more animations, for example making multiple 
versions of certain animations. Being able to alternate between numerous idle cycles would enhance the 
illusion of the sentry being alive. 

Initially I had planned to have facial animation for each of the animations, unfortunately there wasn’t 
enough time for it. 

There were also plans to have dedicated joints for each of the gun powder pouches and the ends of the 
coat in order to have greater control of the movement for them. This plan also suffered from lack of time 
and could not be accomplished. 

The dog has throughout the project been of low priority, and while it is in the painting at the present, it 
would have been preferable if it had been animated. Increasing the priority on it would decrease the 
quality of the sentry character so perhaps our choice of priority was well placed. 

Far too much time went into getting certain things to work, for example getting the nebula character kit 
to work or learning and understanding motion builder. To avoid this problem we could have chose to go 
with hand animation instead of motion capture, that would however have dramatically changed the style 
and feel of the painting, and that style and feel wouldn’t coincide with our interpretation of the painting. 

Conclusions 

 
What can be determined from this project regarding my initial questions and purpose? I am both happy 
and unhappy with the result of the project. While it might be a good mindset to try and aim for the stars 
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to try and reach new heights, it always feels bad when you don’t reach all the way there. Working with 
motion capture was a very rewarding experience and using it together with the nebula didn’t pose any 
more problems than I would encounter if I didn’t use motion capture. Even though I had a lot of previous 
experience with nebula a lot of problems still arose, which together with having to learn entirely new 
programs resulted in lots of lost time. 

Now for the more diffuse part of my question. Can you with this project claim that games could be 
considered art, what happens with the painting when it is animated (except for the obvious fact that the 
character moves about), how does the person watching the painting respond to it? I believe this is up to 
the beholder of the painting to answer. All I can hope for is that the painting makes people think about 
these things, even if it is just for a very brief moment. 
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